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Millions of people regularly watch Grand Designs,
and our TV schedules are now awash with similar
programmes. Research suggests that more than
half of us are attracted to ‘building our own home’
at some stage in our lives, and about a million

people, across the UK, are currently looking for a
suitable building plot to build their dream home.1

Britain appears to be a nation of ‘wanna-be’ self-
builders. The challenge is that most find it incredibly
difficult to do, and relatively few succeed. Many fail
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diversifying the
housing market
through custom-
and self-build  
Mario Wolf explains how the National Custom and Self Build Association
and its Right to Build Task Force are aiming to help policy-makers,
practitioners and communities harness the opportunities to diversify 
the UK’s housing market offered by custom- and self-build housing

Broadhempston CLT has recently completed a shared ownership project of six detached affordable homes on the 
edge of the village



because they simply cannot find a suitable building
plot. Consequently, only around 8% of all our new
homes are custom- and self-built2 – roughly 13,000
homes a year.3 Although not an insignificant number,
the UK falls way behind other countries (see Fig. 1).

The recently published government white paper,
Fixing Our Broken Housing Market, says that one of
the key ways of boosting homebuilding is to diversify
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the market by unlocking opportunities for smaller
builders and people who want to build their own
homes.

To support such diversification the new ‘right to
build’ places a legal duty4 on all English local
planning authorities to keep a register of individuals
(and groups) who want to buy a serviced plot of
land in their area and to have regard to this when
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Fig. 1  International comparison of self-build and custom housebuilding
Source: National Custom and Self Build Association (2016 update, unpublished)

Box 1
Custom- and self-build – an integral part of successful Garden
Cities, Towns and Villages
The diverse nature of custom- and self-build housing aligns well with the Garden City principles.
Custom- and self-build homes have always been an integral element of successful Garden Cities, and
a section of the masterplan for Welwyn Garden City was given over to self-build plots.

More recently, Milton Keynes has facilitated a steady stream of opportunities for people who want 
to commission or build their own homes. And the TCPA’s Creating Garden Cities and Suburbs Today
reporti specifically recognises that new Garden City projects should include custom- and self-build
housing.

Nearly all the finalists in the Wolfson Economics Prize competition in 2014 proposed that custom-
and self-build housing play a key role in the creation of new Garden Cities. For example, Shelter’s
highly commended submission argued that almost 2,000 of the 15,000 homes should be reserved for
custom- and self-builders. Shelter said that this approach would bring a string of benefits: ‘This will
get building underway quickly, and add diversity and character to the new homes being built. Self-
build will encourage early movers/pioneers, improve cash flow, and add diversity and character to our 
town from the start.’

It is no surprise therefore that many of the new ‘garden village and town’ locations announced by
the Department for Communities and Local Government in January 2017 include proposals for
custom- and self-build housing.

i Creating Garden Cities and Suburbs Today: A Guide for Councils. TCPA, Mar. 2013. 
www.tcpa.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=728ee8cf-ef8f-4c51-bc5c-8c4bbd1eab9f
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carrying out their planning, housing, land disposal
and regeneration functions. Unless exempt, they
also now have a legal duty to grant sufficient
‘development permissions’ to meet the demand for
custom- and self-build housing in their area. This
legal framework is complemented by paragraphs 50
and 159 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), which asks local planning authorities to
assess the demand for custom- and self-build
housing and then plan to meet this through Local
Plans.

These requirements pose significant challenges, as
councils are required to bring forward enough land
on a rolling three-year basis. So far, about 18,000
people across England have registered under the
right to build, with more people registering every
day. South Cambridgeshire District Council, for
example, has well over 650 registrations, and new
applications are averaging about ten per month.

Proactive councils have launched various local
initiatives to meet this growing demand, whether
through Local Plans, proposals for ‘garden towns
and villages’, working with custom-build developers
and community groups, or directly releasing land for
serviced building plots. Many, however, have said
they are not sure of the best way to respond.

The National Custom and Self Build Association
(NaCSBA)5 has been the driving force behind the
push to grow the sector, and it has recently
assessed how other countries have supported the
expansion of this form of housing. This assessment
identified an extremely effective initiative in the
Netherlands that has quickly doubled supply.

NaCSBA has therefore set up a similar initiative in
the UK. Called the ‘Right to Build Task Force’, this
will be fully operational in the summer of 2017.
Supported by funding from the Nationwide
Foundation, the Task Force will primarily support
local councils, social housing providers, community
groups and private landowners in England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland. NaCSBA has already
received large numbers of enquiries about the work
of the Task Force. The target is to initially support 80
organisations across the UK over the next three
years. But if demand is high, it will look to work
with as many organisations as possible to provide
the expertise needed to bring forward projects and
initiatives.

The Task Force comes highly recommended – it is
recognised in the Housing White Paper and supported
by a range of partners, including the Building and
Social Housing Foundation, the National Housing

Box 2
Learning from the Netherlands – the Expertteam Eigenbouw
The ‘Expertteam’ was set up by the Dutch government to encourage new forms of cost-effective
housing after the 2008 global recession. After the crash, traditional housebuilding in the Netherlands
almost stopped, and very few affordable homes were being built by social housing providers. The self-
build housing model was identified as a market stimulus and diversification measure to make the
market more resilient to future economic cycles. Despite broad support for the initiative locally and
politically, many municipalities were unsure about suitable actions to take, so the Expertteam was
created to support them.

It is co-ordinated by RVO.nl (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland – Netherlands Enterprise
Agency) – a public sector ‘enterprise agency’ that undertakes programmes on behalf of various Dutch
ministries, and is linked to the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

The Expertteam comprises a small group of recognised experts made available on request to help
municipalities identify the best solutions in response to local objectives and challenges.

Many of the experts are drawn from local authorities such as Amsterdam and The Hague and
include forward-thinking municipalities such as Almere. Experts with specialist experience in the
delivery and financing of affordable self-build projects, town planning, public building refurbishment and
enabling building groups are also available.

Municipalities can only use the experts if they can show that there is local political commitment to
deliver custom- and self-build housing. This ensures value for money and targets high-impact
initiatives. Experts are available for up to two weeks, and the scheme funds half their costs (the
remainder is paid by the recipient organisation). About 20 municipalities are supported every year and
typically receive advice for a week. Experts also lead specialist workshops and tutorials for elected
members, council officers and other housing providers. The RVO publishes regular updates on the
Expertteam’s work to share insights and key themes that emerge. It is also currently exploring the
scope to adopt a right to build-style policy, informed by the UK experience.

The initiative has been hugely cost effective – doubling the volume of custom- and self-build
housing (from around 7,500 homes a year to about 15,000 a year) for an annual cost of just
170,000 euros. In the first five years of its operation, more than 80 councils have used the experts.
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Federation, the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors, the Royal Town Planning Institute, and
the Local Government Association. These and other
organisations, including the Homes and Communities
Agency, the Greater London Authority and Cherwell
District Council are represented on the Task Force’s
strategic board.
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The Task Force will focus on organisations that
have the potential to bring forward a project or
initiative at scale and pace. But it will also support
innovative approaches that are capable of wider
replication. Particular emphasis will be on initiatives
that deliver more affordable custom- and self-build
opportunities, and on community-led housing projects.
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Box 3
Buckinghamshire Advantage – the first organisation to receive
Right to Build Task Force support
Buckinghamshire Advantage is the first organisation to receive support from the Right to Build Task
Force. It is promoting the 200 hectare Aylesbury Woodlands site on behalf of several public and 
private sector landowners and wants to create a high-quality, distinctive new neighbourhood of 
1,100 new homes as part of a wider mixed-use development that is part of a new ‘garden town’.
Buckinghamshire Advantage is keen to include a significant number of custom- and self-build 
homes within the project.

Box 4
Homeruskwartier, Almere – innovative experiment in large-scale
plot releases

The Municipality of Almere is progressing several self-build developments on reclaimed land, and 
the largest is the Homeruskwartier quarter. Here around 1,500 serviced plots have been released for
individual self-builders – for sale at market value and for shared ownership and affordable rent. 
A further 1,500 plots are coming forward through more phased releases. Individual plots vary in size
from 86 square metres to more than 1,200 square metres. A ‘light touch’ design code regulates the
size, form and design of homes, and sales are administered by the council through its highly
successful ‘Plot Shop’ marketing suite.

Most of the development, which secured planning approval in 2006 and started sales in 2008, is now
complete. A school and market place have also now opened.

Plots vary in price, with the smallest costing about 50,000 euros, and the largest around 500,000
euros. Building costs vary, dependent on the method of construction chosen, the design, the quality 
of the finishes and how much of the work is done by the self-builder and how much is done by a
contractor or custom-build developer. An average three-bedroom semi-detached property (105 square
metres), costs about £100,000 to build, plus land cost.

Not all the homes are built on individual plots – for example, 25 people formed a group and then
contracted an architect and builder to build a block of apartments. There is also a unique funding
solution for people on lower incomes called ‘I build affordable Almere’ (IbbA), which is attracting
interest across the Netherlands – more details are on the NaCSBA toolkit website, at
http://customandselfbuildtoolkit.org.uk/#

The Homeruskwartier site in 2009 (left) and now (right)
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Areas of support include help in establishing,
refreshing or better promoting local demand registers,
advice on the creation of local housing and planning
strategies, and guidance on bringing forward sites
or area-specific proposals. Best practice will be
shared through events and case studies.

Supported projects will be allocated one or 
more Task Force experts. Each will have specialist
knowledge of a specific aspect of the custom- and
self-build sector. There will also be some international
experts. Experts will be ‘matched’ with each request
and their services will be available at a subsidised
rate, thanks to the support provided by the Nationwide
Foundation. In some cases support will involve
preparing a report; in other cases it may involve

leading a workshop with local stakeholders, a
training event with elected members, or giving a
presentation to a larger audience. It is anticipated
that most support work can be undertaken within
five days, but support for dedicated longer periods
can also be arranged if needed.

The Task Force will also be supported by
ambassadors, led by Richard Bacon MP,6 who 
will engage with elected members to explain the
Task Force’s role and encourage them to make use
of the experts.

There are now a steadily increasing number of
initiatives and projects coming forward in the UK –
from new policies and proposals emerging through
the Local Plan process, dedicated supplementary
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Box 5
Graven Hill – the UK’s largest council-led self-build project
Cherwell District Council (through its Graven Hill Development Company) is bringing forward 1,900
serviced plots on a site acquired from the Ministry of Defence using prudential borrowing.

The council facilitated the development because it wanted to have more control over local
housebuilding. A local development order has been adopted to streamline planning approvals, and 
a ‘light touch’ design code (derived from the site masterplan) provides flexibility for people to work
with architects and developers to build the homes they want. ‘Plot passports’ guide buyers through
the process and explain the design and development constraints on the land.

Around 30% of the homes will be affordable, and there will be a wide range of custom- and self-
build opportunities – from modest plots to group-build opportunities. Affordable properties will be
available to rent (at 80% of open market value) or via shared ownership (part buy, part rent). Priority
will be given to those with a local connection.

A range of plot shapes and sizes are being gradually released onto the market via a ‘Plot Shop’. 
The first plots were released in 2015, and almost all the first phase have now been reserved. A series
of larger plots were recently auctioned for between £270,000 and £354,000. There has been a lot of
interest in the development, and the sales team at Graven Hill now has more than 4,000 people on 
its register

Left: The Older Women’s Co-housing scheme in High Barnet is the first dedicated senior co-housing community in 
the UK. Right: At the Heartlands regeneration site near Redruth, customers can choose their plot and select from 
six ‘Home Manufacturers’ who will build their home to their specification in accordance with a design code



planning documents, land allocations, acquisitions
and releases, to rural exception sites, larger-scale
private sector and community-led projects and
neighbourhood planning.

One key area of interest is how custom- and self-
build housing can deliver affordable housing. For
example, housing associations can deliver ‘self-
finish’ homes, which can be sold as shared
ownership or made available on an affordable rent
basis. In the shared ownership model a housing
association (or council through a development
company) constructs the homes to the waterproof
‘shell’ stage and then the home-owners enter a
special form of shared-ownership lease to complete
the property. In the affordable rent model, eligible
residents use some of their own labour, usually in
exchange for training opportunities, to help build
their homes. In some cases, rents are reduced
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because of the labour input from the residents.
These schemes usually require a specialist
facilitator.

Discounted building plots can also be made
available below market value, subject to a legal
agreement that restricts the resale of the completed
property below market value in perpetuity.

Shropshire District Council’s single-site exceptions
policy has been delivering 25-30 affordable homes
each year. This positively encourages local people to
build their own affordable home if the site is in a
recognisable settlement, and the home’s future
value is controlled so that it remains affordable in
perpetuity. Sites may be permitted outside of
established settlements as an exception, subject to
conditions and planning obligations.

An increasing number of councils are also
supporting affordable self-build homes by setting 
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Box 6
Tuebingen City Council – a model of excellence

Over the last 20 years the city planning team at Tuebingen has become recognised as one of the most
innovative in Germany for supporting custom- and self-build housing. After two pioneering, large-
scale community self-build developments (the ‘French Quarter’, which delivered about 2,500 homes,
and the 400-home ‘Muehlenviertel’ scheme), the city’s latest development has been built on the site 
of a redundant textile mill.

The council’s development company acquired the land, prepared a masterplan and design code and
then marketed larger parcels of land to locally formed building co-operatives. Some individual self-
build plots were also provided. Collectively, the ‘Alte Weberei’ now provides homes for around 700
people and has also created about 100 new jobs.

Demand was high, with around 140 groups tendering for the various fixed-priced parcels of land.
The range of homes is broad – from high-value riverside apartments to a mixture of intermediate and
affordable housing. The clear processes that the city has developed enabled the work to be done
quickly – from the start of marketing to completion took around four years. Most of the residents
moved in during 2015, and the project is one of the most innovative and attractive community-led
projects of its type in Europe.
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up a community land trust (CLT). Because the trust
owns the land on which the homes are built, values
are lower and can be held in perpetuity. Several low-
cost CLT self-build projects have been completed
across Cornwall, with local people on modest
incomes given priorities for plots.

In Devon, the Broadhempston CLT has recently
completed a shared ownership project of six
detached affordable homes on the edge of the
village. Each home’s drainage, slab and timber shell
was contactor built; the roofing, cladding and fitting
out was completed by a group of local people who
all committed to work at least 20 hours a week. The
homes were built during 2015 and occupied in 2016.

Another innovative project is New Ground – an
award-winning, high-quality, custom-build, mixed-
tenure scheme for older women in High Barnet,
London, designed for and run by a group of older
women between the ages of 50 and 87. This high-
quality ‘preventative adult social care’ project
provides 17 market flats on 250-year leases and
eight for social rent. There is also a common room,
laundry and guest room. Working with partners
Housing for Women, Hanover Housing Association
and the Tudor Trust, the Older Women’s Co-housing
scheme is the first dedicated senior co-housing
community in the UK. The Netherlands has 230
similar senior co-housing communities.

Custom- and self-build housing is also deliverable
under new affordable housing tenures such as
starter homes. Several UK councils are currently
looking at how such housing can be delivered on a
range of urban, suburban and rural sites to enable
first-time buyers to build their own homes on a
customised basis. Affordable housing providers can
play a key role in delivering homes for individuals
and community groups, and the Task Force will be
available to provide advice.

There is also new breed of ‘enabler’ – a custom-
build developer – emerging who can play a significant
role in delivering more opportunities. For example,
HomeMade in Cornwall is a pioneering custom-build
project on the Heartlands regeneration site near
Redruth. Here, Carillion-Igloo is offering 54 serviced
plots for market sale (affordable housing is being
provided by a local housing association on an
adjacent site). Customers can choose their plot and
select from six ‘home manufacturers’ who can build
their home to their specification in accordance with
a design code, to an agreed budget and timetable.
The homes start at £195,000.

Near St Helens one of the UK’s leading providers
of self-build ‘kit’ homes has recently delivered 18
serviced plots on a former brownfield site – all of
which were sold in a matter of weeks. More sites
are currently in the pipeline.

At Park Prewett in Basingstoke custom-build
developer ZeroC has been appointed to deliver 122
custom-build plots on a Homes and Communities

Agency site – 44 of which will be affordable.
Purchasers will choose from 30 different design
options, ranging from the interior layout, to extra
rooms and extensions.

In addition to the practical advice that will be
available to organisations from the Right to Build
Task Force, NaCSBA has assembled a comprehensive
online toolkit that explains the main models for
delivering custom- and self-build homes.7 This
contains detailed briefing notes on a range of issues
and currently has more than 30 detailed case
studies. More material will be added soon.

Custom- and self-build housing offers significant
opportunities to diversify our housing market, and
the right to build is now firmly embedded in our
policy and legislative framework. The challenge for
policy-makers, practitioners and communities is to
harness these opportunities – and the Right to Build
Task Force is there to help work out how best to do
this.

● Mario Wolf is Right to Build Task Force Director, on
secondment from the Department for Communities and Local
Government. He has also built his own home. The views
expressed are personal. Organisations that would like support
from the Task Force, or practitioners who may like to join 
the panel of Task Force experts, should contact
taskforce@nacsba.org.uk

Notes
1 Survey of self-build intentions 2016. Ipsos MORI poll,

commissioned by the National Self and Custom Build
Association (NaCSBA), Apr. 2016. www.ipsos.com/
ipsos-mori/en-uk/survey-self-build-intentions-2016

2 ‘The definition of ‘self-build’ covers someone who
directly organises the design and construction of their
new home, while ‘custom build’ covers someone who
commissions a specialist developer to help to deliver
their own home.’ Brandon Lewis, Minister of State,
during the House of Commons second reading of the
Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Bill. Hansard, 
24 Oct. 2014, Col. 1181. www.publications.parliament.uk/
pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm141024/debtext/141024-
0001.htm#14102454000001
Section 9 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 sets
out the legal definition

3 2016/17 HMRC VAT reclaim statistics, collected by
Homebuilding & Renovating magazine

4 Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015,
amended by the Housing and Planning Act 2016; Self-
build and Custom Housebuilding Regulations 2016;
Self-build and Custom Housebuilding (Time for
Compliance and Fees) Regulations 2016

5 NaCSBA is the voice of the custom- and self-build
housing industry. It operates on a not-for-profit basis
and campaigns and lobbies for more building plots,
greater access to finance, and less red tape so that
more people can build their own homes. It has been
working closely with the Department for Communities
and Local Government to inform national programmes

6 Richard Bacon is Member of Parliament for South
Norfolk and Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Self-Build, Custom-Build and Independent
Housebuilding

7 Available at http://customandselfbuildtoolkit.org.uk/#
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